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Malta itself delighted me, its hard silhouette, the few solitary
palms, gardens full of orange-laden trees, and the vivid Oriental
sunsets. At Malta I became suddenly young out of sheer
lightheartedness, but my Malta fun was shortlived.
Early one morning, in one of the worst storms that ever
flayed the Mediterranean, the Fleet raised anchor and steamed
away. The decision had been taken overnight. Malta,
looking on, wondered why. The truth was that Lord Charles
had once more lost his heart, and had threatened that if the
object of his affections would not respond, he would put
out to sea. And so he did !
Malta without its Fleet was like a peacock without its tail.
The island ceased to have any rctison d'etre. We left by the first
steamer that called. The winter, however, was not over.
What should we do next ? How fill in the time till April ?
The steamboat disembarked us at Marseilles. We decided
to go to Cannes. At the station guichet my mother turned to
me helplessly and said :
" I've no money	"
She had not lost it; she simply had spent the last bob
without apparently realizing it.
Providence has so often come to my rescue in times of crisis
that I cease ever to wonder what would have happened if	
On this occasion I had a precious five pound note stored up
that Jack Churchill had given me for Christmas. It paid our
way to Cannes and at the Grand Hotel we took a double
room and awaited the arrival of funds from England. The
mimosa trees were in full bloom. The sunshine glittered
and danced reflectingly in the bay, and the white-sailed yachts
Uke birds with outspread wings raced one another.
Socially, however, it was deadly. Full of Grand Dukes and
Pagets playing golf. If London could be taken and flung into
a basin, and the lighter elements that floated were skimmed,
that would be Cannes. I spent most of my time with Leila
Paget, the daughter of General Sir Arthur and the famous
American Minnie, Leila was an interesting offshoot of these
amazing two and I had temporarily a cult for her. I was in
danger of having a religious vocation. Leila was saintly and
had the face of a great tragedienne. She was living with her

